Three-dimensional chromosome arrangement of Crepis capillaris in mitotic prophase and anaphase as studied by confocal scanning laser microscopy.
To estimate the extent of ordering of chromosomes, confocal scanning laser microscopy was used to make three-dimensional images from optical sections. For Crepis capillaris, which has 2n = 6 easily recognizable chromosomes, a statistically significant sample of 75 Feulgen-stained root tip anaphases was analysed. A comparison of the observed chromosome ordering and the expected random distribution showed a significant surplus of one of the arrangements with a juxtaposition of the two chromosomes with a nucleolus organizer region. Two of the arrangements with these chromosomes in opposite positions were never observed in our material. Another analysis of 30 mithramycin A-stained prophases and 30 meta- and anaphases showed partly different patterns of non-random chromosome distribution in the two stages of mitosis. A preference for an association of the homologues was observed for all pairs of chromosomes in prophase cells, whereas in meta- and anaphase the association only persisted for the nucleolus organizer chromosomes. This indicates that there may be some relocation of the chromosome positions during the transition from prophase to metaphase. In meta- and anaphase one of the arrangements with juxtaposed NOR chromosomes was preferred, i.e. the ordering in which chromosomes 1 and 3 occupied alternate positions. Probably, the nucleolus is an important factor in producing a non-random distribution, but there could be other factors that influence chromosome ordering as well. A comparison of the anaphase chromosome ordering in C. capillaris plants from very different localities, indicated that the observed non-random distribution was independent of the origin of the material. Existing models of chromosome disposition are not sufficient to explain the observed non-random chromosome ordering in C. capillaris.